
Interview with Tony Massarotti, 
Author of This is Our City   By Ella B.

Tony Massarotti used to be a sports writer 
for the Boston Herald and Boston Globe. 
He is now on the radio show Felger and 
Mazz on weekday afternoons. 

Last October, I met him at the Silver Unicorn 
Bookstore in Acton where he talked about 
his fifth and newest book This is Our City. 
His favorite sport to write about is baseball 
and since baseball season just started, I 
hope you enjoy learning about him. 

How did you decide to 
write This is Our City?
Well, I wasn't planning on writing another 
book unless it was something that really 
interested me - and this did. It's just been 
such an extraordinary 20 years. A former 
editor (and now agent) approached me 
about it and was certain there would be 
interest. So I said yes!

What was your first job?
I was an editorial assistant at the Bos-
ton Herald after graduating college. I 

worked two nights a week compiling ag-
ate pages and taking high school scores 
over the phone. It was great, great expe-
rience for me.

Where did you grow up?
I grew up in Watertown, MA and my 
family moved to Waltham when I was in 
the eighth grade. I went to high school at 
Waltham High School and then attended 
Tufts University in Medford. I've basically 
lived, schooled and worked in Boston my 
entire life. I've been lucky!

Which sport do you like 
to write about most?
Well, I suppose I'd say baseball. I like them 
all, but most people remember me from 
time covering the red Sox - from about 
1994-2010 or so. Baseball is what I know 
the most about so I suppose it comes 
most naturally and easily.

What is your favorite job?
Hmm. Great question. I've liked them all 
for different reasons, but I do like the 

the
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Roald Dahl's Books Should Not Be Censored   By Isaac L.

One reason that Roald Dahl's books 
should not be censored is that censorship 
is dangerous. For example, the character 
can be misinterpreted.  The reader needs 
to know the true characteristics of a char-
acter in order to make a prediction about 
what might happen next. Also, the picture 
in your head might not match what the 
author’s intention is. This is Important 

because you might not get the meaning of 
the book.

Another reason why Roald Dahl's 
books should not be censored is that kids 
shouldn’t be sheltered from words that 
aren’t the kindest. For example, if you 
don’t show kids words you shouldn’t use 
they’ll never learn what not to say. This is 
important because if kids hear bad words 

they might not know what they mean, and 
their parents can sit down and talk about 
what the words mean.  

My last reason that Roald Dahl's books 
shouldn’t be censored is that it doesn't 
follow the First Amendment. My first ex-
ample is that it states in the Freedom of 
Speech, “ you can express your opinion 
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Mad Libs   by Emily N.

Summer is almost here! I can feel the 
(noun)

 between my toes. My fa-

vorite thing to have is ice cream! The flavor I like the most is the 
(adjective)

 

(plural noun)
.

And when I go on vacation, I like to visit  
(place)

  It has the best  

(food)
   in the world, and  

(fun activity)
 everywhere! I also like to 

(place)
  on the

(place)
.

schedule of talk radio most. It just allows 
me a more "normal" schedule as opposed 
to working nights, weekends, etc. But I 
really do like all aspects of sports media, 
talking, writing, broadcasting, - print, ra-
dio, TV and web.

Who is your favorite athlete?
Well, in terms of the athletes I liked grow-
ing up, I'd have to say Larry Bird was at 
the top of my list as a fan in my teens. 
As a reporter/media member, Pedro 
Martinez was the best - as dynamic off 
the field as on it. Genuine personality and 
very good-hearted. Was never afraid to 
show he is human.

Did you play any sports 
growing up?

Yes! Mostly baseball and some basketball. 
But baseball is what I always had the best 
head for. Thinking the game came more 
naturally to me. Slower pace!

Do you get nervous before and 
while you are interviewing?
It depends on whom the subject is, but 
sometimes! It's gotten easier as I've 
grown. Like anything else, every bit of 
repetition helps!

What do you like about sports?
The competition - and the the fact Bos-
tonians are some of the dedicated sports 
fans in the world. I can't imagine working 
anywhere else. Ultimately, that's what 
makes the job worth doing.

Do you have a pet? If you do, 
what is his or her name?
Yes! We have a Cavalier King Charles 
spaniel named Jupiter. He'll be 10 in June. 
We love him dearly.

Do you have any advice 
for young writers?
I'd say ... just keep working at it! Try to 
write about things you like as it helps. 
Writing school papers (and things of the 
like) can be seen as a chore. But if you 
can write about things you like, it can 
really unlock an interest in the craft itself. 
When I was young, I found that it was a 
lot more fun to write about sports!

INTERVIEW continued from page 1

Interview with Tony Massarotti, Author of This is Our City (continued)

without be-
ing arrested”. 
Roald's books 
are saying his 
opinion on the 
character. My 
last example is 
that it states in 
the Freedom of 

the Press that the press cannot tell the 
writers what they can/ cannot do in their 
books/ papers. In a poll made by the 
magazine The Week Junior it says 65% 
of kids agree with me—Roald's books 
shouldn’t be censored.

That is why I think Penguin Publishing 
shouldn’t censor Roald Dahl's books.

Roald Dahl's Books Should Not Be Censored   (continued)

BOOKS continued from page 1
The Closing of 
Willard farm

by Quinn M.
The fresh fruit,  Friendly faces,

Nice people,  A willing hand,

Good farms,  An open mind,

And a million reasons, And a few reasons

Of happiness.  Not to close.

Book Review: 
Joan Procker 
Dragon Doctor   

By Zoë F
Joan is a girl who loves lizards. I like 

this book because it talks all about how 
when she was at school, instead of reading 

about a princess she 
read about lizards. 
Her favorite kind 
of books were the 
lizards. I would rate 
Joan Procktor Drag-
on Doctor four out of 
five stars. 
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#skip the plastic    By: Emma P., Katarina C. & Summer S. 

#skip the plastic is a club to help save 
the Earth. Some ways we can help is to 
stop using plastic straws and plastic uten-
sils. Another way to reduce plastic is to 
bring a portable straw wherever you go. 
The amount of plastic we use is hurting 

the environment.  You should compost 
instead of throwing your peels in the 
trash.  When you throw trash away you 
are adding onto the garbage patches in 
the  ocean. I hope you will think the next 
time you go to your trash can.

The Adventures of Paws!    By Vv W. 

Is MCAS the best way to evaluate scholars? By Isaac & Vidwath

You take the MCAS on MacBooks, why?

First of all you think and write better 
when writing on paper so I’m gonna ask 
some teachers WHY?

Q: Why do students do the MCAS on 
MacBooks?

A1: I have no idea. I agree that you think 
and write better on paper. But I really 
think that they probably can’t read your 
writing.

A2: Easier to score on Macbooks.

A3: Easier to score.

Ok I got some good answers. Two of three 
were because it’s easier to score.

My next question is: what's the point to 
make HES look good? It’s not being grad-
ed so I’m gonna ask some more teachers.

Q. What is the point to make HES look 
good?

A1: To show that we have smart students.

A2: To make parents feel proud.

A3: To make kids feel happy.

Ok I got some good answers. 

My next question is why do kids have to 
do 2 sessions not 1?

Q. Why do kids have 2 sessions not 1?

A1: Because it would be too long.

A2: Because there is too much informa-
tion.
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Every Rock Has a Story
A Visit from Professor Ethan Baxter   By Linnea W. and Grace P.

Mr. Baxter met with HES classes this spring. He is a professor in the Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences at Boston 
College. Find “Every Rock has a Story” videos on YouTube @EveryRockHasAStory

Book Review on Junie B. Jones   By Zoë F                                             

Junie B. gets in trouble sometimes but, 
sometimes she learns and or can be funny, 
once in “Junie B. and Her Big Fat Mouth” 
she got sent to the principal's office and 
when she got back she called her enemy 
“a big fat mouth” and shook her fist at 
him and told the principal that she hated  
him. I would rate this book 100 out of 10 
and I think kids in second grade to fourth 
grade I like this book because it explains 
why not to do stuff you shouldn't do and 
makes me laugh. Junie B. misspells a lot 
of words but it’s meant to be like that and 
every chapter is a cliffhanger and then the 
cliffhanger has the next part after where 

the cliffhanger was so it seems odd. 

Junie B. Jones is a girl in kindergarten 
who sometimes gets into trouble. In mon-
key-brother, Junie B’s grandma tells Junie 
that her new baby brother “is the cutest 
little monkey she had ever seen.” But 
Junie B. misunderstood and thought that 
her little brother was an actual monkey. 

Junie B—first grader “Boo and I mean 
it”—Junie B. is scared of Halloween and 
her friend Paulie Allen Puffer whispered 
that he knew 5 scary secrets that his big 
brother said were true. Including #5—
Candy corn isn’t really corn.

Junie is a funny kid and she tells lots of 
stories. You learn stuff that you shouldn’t 
do. I like her because there are a lot of 
books in the 
series. They are 
fun to read over 
and over again, 
even if they’re 
pretty short. 
The books are 
usually about 85 
pages long.

Pilgrims Myths Exposed   By Isaac L.

Pilgrims weren’t what people think. 
A lot of people think that Pilgrims only 
wore black, brown and white. They may 
think that because they saw a portrait of a 
pilgrim in black and brown. Now it’s time 
to bust some myths! First of all, Pilgrims 
usually wear black as their fancy clothes. 
Pilgrims actually wore colorful clothes. 

According to a Pilgrims inventory at the 
time of their death, there were red, or-
ange, yellow, blue as well as white, black 
and brown clothes! Another myth about 
Pilgrims is that they were strict. This 
is true, but people think Pilgrims were 
strict because they were mean, but actu-
ally Pilgrims were strict to prepare their 

children for life. Whenever Pilgrims were 
going to do something nice they “forgot”; 
they didn’t think before they acted. For 
example, Pilgrims stole the Wampanoag 
cattails, bulrush, and corn so know there's 
more to the story. 
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The Civics Cup   By Hamel C.

The civics cup is an annual event in which students in 8th–12th 
grade go head to head in a competition where the winning 
team gets their name on a massive trophy. 

The League of Women Voters and volunteers come early 
to set it up.

The students get a constitution and 
a directory of the teams.

 To keep contestants energized, there were some snacks. 

The winning teams, along with 4 runner ups

Always Wright II
Trevor M.

Andrew M.

Ewan W.

Diesel W.

Cells
Ioni B.

Sigrid D.

Robyn D.

Caroline E.

Let’s Get Quizzical
Gisela B.

Graham B.

Ella G.

Sahara S.

Los Cuatros Gatos
Cinzia C.

Victoria M.

Meghna N.

Michelle X.

ravioli
Michele B.

Del H.

Savannah S.

Henry W.

Supremies
Michael G.

Sophia P.

Gwynnie P.

Team Guess
Charlotte B.

Oakley C.

Sofi M.

Will S.

One First
Emma N.

Gabriella T.

Violet T.

The Supreme Team
Owen B.

Alex S.

Jason W.

The Baked Apples
Adelle B.

Helen H.

Liam K. 

Masouda K.

The Tea Enthusiasts
Joe D.

Sam G.

Annie I.

Maggie R.

Team Singleton
Ralph A.

Cayden G.

Isaac L.

Jason S. 

This years teams were:
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Stevie Wonder   By Isaac L. 

Profile
Recognized For: Singer, Songwriter, & Performer

Famous Quote 
You can’t base your life on other people’s expectations

Personal Information
Date of Birth: March 13, 1950

Birthplace: Saginaw, Michigan

Date of Death: Still living!

Interesting Facts: 
He plays music, sings, writes songs, and is blind.

Personal Life
Family: He has been married 3 times and has 9 children!

Adulthood

He has released 23 studio albums over his life

Childhood

Full name: Stevland Hardaway Morris

Went blind at 16 weeks old

Released his first record at 12 years old

Education & Career: 1968—graduated from Michigan School for 
the Blind

3 Important Events in Stevie’s Life
1954—Receives first harmonica 

1963—Fingertips reached #1 on Billboard Charts

2014—Received Presidential Medal of Freedom

Challenges: He is blind

Accomplishments: In music Hall of Fame, won Grammy Award 
for lifetime achievement, Awarded NAACP Hall of Fame Award.

I Was Wondering...
Questions I would ask Stevie Wonder:

• Do you have any pets?

• What was it like to meet Barack Obama?
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Take Care Of The World   By Mallory H.

Look around Ladies and Gentlemen, 
the world is an awesome place, and the 
number one thing we have to do is to 
take care of it. You should take care of 
the place you love. I am going to tell you 
some things you can do to protect the 
place you love.

 1. Pick up trash 

 2. DO NOT LITTER!

 3. Electric cars

 4. Use less water

 5. Be nice to nature

 6. Do not chop down trees

Okay, since I told you a little bit about 
how to care for the earth, I would like you 
to maybe try to do some of those things 
I wrote down. If you do some of these 
things you are helping the earth. After 
you do some of these things you will feel 
really good.

Every sunday people come to the track 
in Harvard to pick up trash. They pick up: 
cigarettes, plastic bags, wrappers, and 
lots more. It is a lot of work to do that, so 
try not to litter. PLEASE!

SPRING   By Ella B.

Spring smells like flowers blooming

Spring sounds like kids playing

Spring looks like a sunny day

Spring feels like a cool breeze

Spring tastes like yummy fruit

Spring is awesome!

How to Take Care of Chicks
By Lydia C., Louisa C., Summer S., & 

Marin L.
First get the type of chickens you want, 

then get a big plastic tub, wood shavings, 
and a container for food and water. Then  
put the wood shavings on the bottom of 
the big plastic tub. You will also need to 

put chicken wire on the top (so they can’t 
get out and nothing can get in). Put  the 
food and water containers in the tub  and 
set up the heat lamp so its shining into 
the tub so the chicks are warm. Finally 
put the chicks in and then you are done!

CATS   By Marguerite  

Cats can be big, small, hairless, furry, tigers, or your 
everyday mysteries grumpy ball of fluff or…skin. As beau-
tiful as the sun and as calm as the moon or as grumpy as a 
toddler without his/her nap.

What type of cat should starters have?
Siamese, Maine coons are my pick. They're very pretty, 

too. 

How to take care of a cat?
First you need a litter box, a pooper scooper, a cat bed, 

cat food  and toys! And a cage to carry your cat around on 
the first day let it roam around the house, don't come to 
him/her. Let it come to you.
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SUMMER
By.Emily S.

Swimming

Umbrella

Morning 

Muffin

Exuberant

Rain

The Kind Bear 
There once was a bear named Angus 

Stilton. Angus was a very shy bear. When-
ever Angus got close to other animals he 
would try to talk and it would end up 
sounding scary to the animals and they 
ran off for dear life. Angus didn’t know 
what to do. But one day Angus went up 
to a little rabbit, the rabbit was trembling 
with fear. Every time the Angus tried to 
speak, the rabbit backed up. But finally 
Angus was able to speak! He overcame 
his fear of talking to others! And since it 
was just a little rabbit he spoke softly so 
the rabbit didn’t get scared. And he said 
to the rabbit. “Do you want to be my 

friend?” The rabbit replied “Well, um…I.” 
Said the rabbit, and the rabbit ran away. 
The next day Angus looked in the forest 
newspaper and saw that his name was 
written in bold print and all capital let-
ters saying ANGUS STILTON THE BEAR 
THREATENS A HARMLESS RABBIT TO 
BE HIS FRIEND. “B-b-but t-thats not 
true—I didn’t threaten her, I just politely 
asked. Those pesky news writers just take 
whatever they get and turn it into some-
thing that’s a bit untrue.” Angus ripped 
the paper in half and threw it into a trash 
bin.

MORE COMING SOON!

THUD!   Ellery T.

Thomas the insecure threw the 
beautiful bag of potatoes down to 
the dungeon floor and as he did so he 
screeched “You were too dry and I will 
never forgive you!” Though the bag of 
potatoes will never be the same again, 
she was strong and kicked the dun-
geon door right open and dabbed like a 
boss. But that wasn’t the end of it she 
grabbed a bar of soap and then tossed it 
at Thomas the insecure and with that his 
eyes stung for all eternity. 

Puppies   By Jianna 

Animals Update: Baby Goats  By Linnea W.
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Lions in Danger   By Bean C.

Lions are in danger. Their population 
is going down. They are dying because of 
pollution, and water shortage. We need 
to stop pollution now so that lions and 
humans can survive.

Lions are great for this world. If they 
die out, then the world would be very dif-
ferent. For example, some food that lions 
eat will continue to make its population 
grow.

Help save our lions!
Turn the water off while you brush your 

teeth, or turn the lights off when you leave 
the room. These are just some examples 
of helping the world. Try it yourself!

Pluto Poem   By Isaac L.

I’m a stuffed animal,

You will find me in your closet,
In your favorite bin,

Tucked under fathoms of blankets,
In a sea of darkness 

You used to use me every night,
But now I’m gone,

We were like two peas in a pod, 
That never would separate,

I guess it was not so,
You would call out “Pluto! Pluto! Pluto!”
Now those days are gone and so am I,

You would squeeze my as if 
I was the most important thing in your life,

Maybe, just maybe,
if you looked in your closet,
Reach down into the piles

and layers of blankets 
You will find me,

once again
Raise me 

from the realm of the dark,
And we will be together,

You, like my father,
And me as your son.
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Capybaras   
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A GUINEA PIG STORY: THE YOUNG GUINEA PIG!
By Delia Q. (writer) & Brantley C. (editor)
Once upon a time, there were 5 Guinea 

pig brothers. Cally, who was the youngest 
brother, Hanna, who was the 4th oldest 
brother, Joe, who was the 3rd oldest 
brother and the most spotted Guinea pig, 
Borito, who was the 2nd oldest, and he 
was a mean Guinea pig!  And finally, Mina,  

 
who is the 1st oldest brother and he is 
large because he eats a LOT Of carrots 
every day! The 5 brothers worship peace-
fully. When one of the brothers betrays 
another and then the peaceful group of 
5 guinea pig brothers becomes a fight-
ing group of mean guinea pigs. Cally,  

 
the youngest brother scampered away, 
away from his home of the fighting guin-
ea pig brothers. This is the time, Cally has 
to live on his own.

More coming soon after the summer 
vacation!

Some History of Harvard, MA   By Brantley C.

Harvard, MA was EST in 1732. (EST means Established)

Harvard, MA is 291 years old that is almost 300 years old!!!!!!!!!!!!

Harvard was an old town it was a town with dirt roads.

The town was originally called New College, you could go to college at about 17-18. Harvard is a nice town in MASS.

Art   By Isaac W.
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All About Sharks
By Mallory H.

Shark body

The inside of a shark is cartilage. Car-
tilage is in people's noses and ears. They 
have no bones at all. Shark skin is smooth 
and slimy. Sharks have three fins, one on 
their back and two on their sides.These 
help them swim.

Shark Pups
Shark babies are called pups. A cool 

fact about pups is that they are born in 
their moms stomach not born outside of 
their moms stomach. When the pups are 
ready to be born their mom will go to a 
safe and open place to have her pups.

Swimming

Sharks swim all the time. They have 
to swim so they can breathe. If sharks 
stop swimming they can’t breathe and 
get oxygen. Swimming is how sharks get 
oxygen. Sharks are very good 
swimmers, and they go very 
fast. Sharks are able to swim 
because of their fins. They 
have one on their back and 
two on their sides.

Types Of Sharks
As many people know 

there are a lot of different  
types of sharks. There are  

 
whale sharks, great white sharks, blue 
sharks, lemon sharks, cookie cutter sharks, 
greenland sharks, and a lot more. The big-
gest shark in the ocean is the whale shark, 
and the smallest shark in the ocean is the 
dwarf lantern shark.

Why St. Bernard’s are the best   by Declan M.

• They are big and fluffy
• They will let you do anything to them 
(as long it includes snuggling)
• They are crazy sometimes but they 
tend to sleep all the time 
• They will snuggle with you in bed
• They will hike with you 
• You can read them books
• They love love love snow 

• They are super cute
• Give warmth and peace 
• Give comfort while traveling 
• Sometimes give you some strength 
• They like the beach 
• They like water
• Good watch dog   
• Very kind unless provoked

Thoughts on the end of the school year   By Isaac L 

Isaac asked various adults at HES about 
the end of the school year. 

What do you think about the end of the 
school year? 
I think it's a good thing.

Do you have any plans for the summer?
Yes, I teach swimming.

What do you think about the end of the 
school year?
It’s busy.

Do you have any plans?
Work, hanging out with friends and going 
to the pond.

What do you think about the end of the 
school year?
It’s sad.

Do you have any plans?
I work at the school the whole summer.

Dog Collage   By Louisa C.
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Interview with Mrs.Sturgis By Vera C. & Susie G.

Where did you last work before you 
worked here?
I worked In Westford at two elementary 
schools.

Why did you choose to work here other 
than a different school?
I like that this school has the grades pre k 
through fifth grade in one school, and this 
school is closer to my home.

Have you always been an assistant prin-
cipal, or have you been something else?
I have worked in third grade and in fifth 
grade as a math and science teacher.

What is your favorite thing you do at this 
school?
I like to visit classrooms.

Do you like being an assistant principal?
Yes, I love my job.

Why did you choose to restart the safety 
patrol?
I chose to restart safety patrol because 
students and staff wanted to do it, and I 
want there to be older student models for 
the younger kids.

What time do you come in the morning?
7:00–7:45am

If there was another job open in the 
school, and you took it, what job would 
it be?
The job would be a counselor.

What is your favorite color?
Teal

What is your favorite children’s book?
Zen shorts. The story is about three chil-
dren who meet a panda bear. They each 
go see him one at a time and he individu-
ally tells each of them a life story.
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Interview with Ms. Niland   By Hollyannah

Q: What is your favorite thing to teach in 
kindergarten?
A: I love teaching reading because it is like 
magic.

Q: What is your favorite animal?
A: Flamingo!

Q: Why did you start to teach

kindergarten?
A: There was an opening so I tried it out 
and I loved it!

Q: What is your favorite holiday? 
A:  Thanksgiving, because I like food.

Q: What is your favorite color?
A: Purple.

Q: How long have you been a teacher?
A: 29 years.

Q: What is your favorite season and why?
A: Summer, because I love laying by the 
pool or at the beach.

Thank you for being part of our amazing 
staff at HES!

An interview with Mrs. Rousseau   By Ella & Emily

What is your favorite color?  Teal and 
turquoise

Where did you live when you were a kid?  
Townsend

Why did you decide to teach?  Because I 
love to spend time with kids

What is your favorite food?  Lasagna and 
chocolate peanut butter treats 

What are your hobbies? Dancing, hiking, 
reading, painting, and yoga 

What is your favorite game?  Rummy

What is your favorite place to go for a 
vacation?  The beach

Did you have any pets when you were a 
kid and what were their names?  Darlene 
and Ty Ty

When you were a kid what was your 
favorite subject in school?  Reading, writ-
ing, art, and dance class

When did you start teaching?  2008

That was a great interview! Thank you 
Mrs. Rousseau!

Interview with Mr. Woodworth
By Emily N. & Ellery T.

This year, we have had a lot of new teach-
ers so we had an interview with one of 
them— Mr.Woodworth. 

Q: What is your favorite part of teaching 
at HES?
A: The awesome students

Q: What is your favorite gym activity?
A: Basketball

Q: When did you realize you wanted to 
be a gym teacher?
A: High school

Q: How long have you been teaching?
A:  7 years

Q: Is teaching gym your dream job?
A: Yes

An Interview with Mrs.Route   By Grace P. & Linnea W.

Q.1: Why do you like teach-
ing?
Mrs.Route: I get to watch 
amazing minds grow and 
explore the world, that's the 
best job to have.

Q.2: What made you want to 
be a fourth grade teacher?
Mrs.Route: She loves fourth 
grade math and science

Q.3: Why did you switch from 
Bromfield to HES?
Mrs.Route: It was not her 
choice

Q.4: Why do you teach science and not social studies?
Mrs.Route: In college I was a science major and working in the 
medical field before teaching. Science has alway been a passion 
of mine. I love exploring and creating hypothesis about

the environment.

Q.5: Was this your dream job when you were a kid?
Mrs.Route: I alway wanted to be a pediatric nurse in Boston.

Q.6: What is your favorite subject?
Mrs.Route: math and science

Q.7; What is your favorite animal?
Mrs.Route: Australian Shepherds

Thank you Mrs. Route you've been teaching us well.
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The Gem of the Forest   By Sasha

Prologue: You see two girls strolling 
through the wooded acres. The eerie trees 
whispered in the cold October wind. You 
see one girl tripping and falling, disappear-
ing in the mist. The other girl searched for 
her friend frantically. A moment later the 
mist swallows her as well. Everything is 
still. Not a sign of the girls or any other life 
was left in the eerie clearing. Sounds from 
other parts of the forest echo against the 
trees. You can hear them whispering just 
for you. Whispering. Whooo hassss en-
tered theee foresssst. A note falls beneath 
your feet crinkling.

Dear Fern Evergreen, I have some im-
portant news to share with you. Your sister 
will be returned to you when you give me the 
gem of the forest. 

Sincerely, Unsigned  

You wonder what it means and who 
wrote it. But even more you wonder who 
it was for and if Fern Evergreen was one 
of the girls who disappeared. Suddenly 
the forest shifts into a seaside jungle, and 
you wonder if you disappeared with them.

A Normal Day. (Or Is It?)
As usual, I got on the bus. I sat with 

Fern in the very back corner where Fern 
liked to sit because it was qui-
eter. I went to my classroom. I 
had math. And ELA. And social 
studies. It seemed like a normal 
day. Also as usual, I sat with 
Fern at lunch. Also as usual we 
discussed our favorite books. 
We also discussed something 
unusual, though. “Do you want 
to go into the woods this after-
noon?” I asked. 

“That sounds like a terrible 
idea, Allison.” Fern answered.

“Come on, it’ll be fun,” I re-
plied.  

“I don’t know, Allison,” Fern 
said.

“Please!” I begged.

“Fine. I’ll come,” Fern final-

ly said. We talked away for the rest of 
lunch. Soon, I completely forgot about my 
suggestion. So, it was totally Fern’s fault 
when she brought it up on the bus again.

Into the Woods
I approached the forest with my friend 

Allison. “Are you sure this is a good idea? 
“I asked Ally. I actually liked forests, but 
forests were where I used to go with 
my sister when she wanted to be alone. 
We would climb a tree or a rock and talk 
about how each other’s days were. But I 
had not been in a forest since my sister’s 
disappearance. And now I had a chance to 
find her again. But if ‘Unsigned’ was hold-
ing her sister hostage, it probably meant 
giving them a gem for capturing someone 
was a bad idea, much less a gem of the 
forest. Whatever that was. Maybe the 
gem was waiting for her here, inside this 
creepy forest. Maybe all she had to do to 
get it was face her fears.

“It’s fine, Fern. I’m pretty sure there 
won’t be an occurrence of bear attack.” 
Allison said, jerking me into reality. I have 
no idea why Allison talks like that. We 
finally stepped into the forest. I hoped I 

wouldn’t regret it. All of a sudden, a mist 
covered the forest. Allison vanished into 
the woods. “ALLISON,” I called. “Are you 
there?” I looked around and took a few 
steps back. It felt like I was spinning into a 
deep hole. I knew this was a terrible idea.

The Missing Fern.
 I crashed down onto surprisingly soft 

fallen leaves. It was like I had fallen down 
some hole in the ground. The leaves of 
the usual forest had caved in and a flash 
of white light had appeared. The wind 
had picked up until it became a spinning 
vortex of wind and sucked me and Fern 
in. It seemed as if a portal had taken me 
and Fern into a magical land. And that 
was when I realized. Not that we were in 
a magic land. Not that we’d gotten here 
via portal. But that Fern was nowhere to 
be seen. “Fern!” I called. “Are you there?! 
I knew this was a bad idea! Wait, actually 
that was you.” I whispered the last part. 
A thought dawns on me. If it had been a 
portal I hear a creaking/scratching sound. 
Uh-oh, I think. I hope the growling thing’s 
claws aren’t too sharp, and I feel the same 
way about its teeth. And when I hear a 
bush near my leg rustling, I run. 

FOREST continued on page 16
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Beneath the Willow Tree

Once upon a time… read Fern. Sure, she 
needed to find the gem of the forest and 
find Allison. But sometimes, the best thing 
to do is read. She curled up underneath a 
Willow tree with her favorite Little House 
on the Prairie book, and started reading. 
The sun shone brightly on the prairie as 
if nothing had ever happened. She read. 
But in the forest, a shadow crossed the 
ground. Crack! A branch snapped, and 
Fern jumped. She took a deep breath and 
kept reading. The shadow kept going and 
when it came into the prairie it started 
to take the form of a bear. Crack! Fern 
turned around and from out of the forest 
came… Something. It was gray and furry. 
Kind of like a wolf, but wayyyyy bigger. It 
was the length of an anaconda but taller 
and wider. Instead of having four paws 
it had six, with sharp, terrifying claws as 
sharp as, well, she didn’t want to think 
about it. Its feet were low to the ground, 
its body hovering half a foot above it. The 
wolf opened its mouth and Fern, still fro-
zen in place, was sure it let out a growl or 
bite her. She could never have predicted 
what came next. The wolf, or whatever it 

was, let out a low melodic hiss. The last 
thing she saw was the wolf thing flicking 
its tongue in and out, in and out, to a sort 
of rhythm. Then her thoughts blurred and 
everything went black.

The darkness got darker. It expanded, 
it loomed above her, like a starless night. 
And then it got cold. Freezing cold, and 
then numb. She saw Allison confront-
ed by the same wolf that had attacked 
her. But she couldn’t do anything. She 
couldn’t help her friend but at least she 
could tell herself, It’s not real. This isn’t 
happening. It’s just a dream. The numb-
ness faded and little stars shone through 
the darkness. You’re wrong. A voice said. 
Maybe itssssss not happening now, but it 
will be soon. Fern wouldn’t let the voice 
numb her again. If this is a dream, then I 
can wake up, she thought. But what’s the 
way out? What had she done when the 
darkness dispersed? The answer came 
to her in a flash. She had hoped. I hope 
Allison’s okay. I hope I can help my sister. 
The darkness flashed and a door formed, 
like the warmth of sunshine on a bright 
summer day. But there was no door 
knob. What was the final step, the final 
spark of light? And it came to her then. 

I’ll find them. She thought. The door knob 
formed light came from all parts of the 
dream and all merged into a door knob. 
As she turned the door the thought that 
crossed her mind was. I’ll find you Ivy, I’ll 
find you wherever you are. 

Light kept flooding back to her, but 
through the light a strand of darkness 
whispered in her ear. “I’ve been waiting 
for you, little Fern, I’ve been waiting for 
you.”

The Wolf in the Wood
 I run, I duck, I do whatever I have to 

do to get away from the thing. I only saw 
a glimpse of it, but it appears to be… A 
WOLF. If it can’t see me, how would it 
know where I am? I wonder. And then 
it dawns on me. By smell! I take off my 
sweater, and start to dig. It doesn’t have 
to be deep, but it’s still hard to dig with 
your hands. By the time I’ve dug a decent 
hole and buried my sweater, the wolf is 
already visible. I cling to a nearby tree and 
pull myself up to a crevice between the 
branches. The wolf catches up to me and 
sniffs the place where the sweater is. It 
runs back into the woods and vanishes. 
Allison exhales, sees the setting sun, and 
sinks into sleep.

The Gem of the Forest (continued)
Forest continued from page 15

Comic   By Devin W.
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THE TABBY’S QUEST   By: Quinn B., Holly C., Ryan K., Charlie H., & Evey B.

Chapter 1—The Beginning
A cat lives in a mansion far from the 

world out in the middle of nowhere. The 
cat jumped off his cat condo and walked 
to a mysterious door. The cat had no in-
tention of going in but its instincts made 
it go. It walked into the room which the 
door led to and it fell in. The Cat awoke 
and thought where it was.

“I'm thinking! I'm really thinking wow.” 
He got up and looked around in awe 
and then he started walking around but 
he didn’t lose his Cat instincts though 
he sniffed a big tall tree. Then he saw 
a small laboratory in the distance. He 
slowly climbed the  mountain leading to 
it. He thought he needed a name hmm… 
how ‘bout Blu. He started back up again 
wondering if he should try to go home or 
stay here. It took Blu about an hour and a 
half to finally get there he got the feeling 
to knock he had no idea why but he did it. 
“Hello who is it?”

“ Hi my name is Blu can you help me 
please? I'm begging you”. He opened the 
door and he saw that the person who talk-
ed was an old scientist “come on in” and  
Blu walked in. The scientist gave him tea 
and they had a very interesting conversa-
tion about scratching posts “ahh” said the 
scientist, “I remember the first scratching 
post I got when I was an infant.” The sci-
entist was silent. But his eyes were glis-
tening. “You are so inspiring, thank you for 

coming here and 
reminding  me of 
my childhood”. 
Then he got on 
to his chair and 
handed Blu a 
black pair of kin-
da sparkly glass-
es “wow cool 
glasses” said Blu 
enthusiastically 
“I will give you 
these for show-
ing me childhood 
at last” “what are 

they?” “You will find out” the Scientist said 
and Blu waved him goodbye and set off 
wow this a wonderful place I know I want 
to go back home but I will try staying here 
to find a way out for “Here take these” 
the old scientist got onto a chair and 
grabbed off his desk and grabbed a  pair 
of rusty, kinda sparkly glasses. The glasses 
are framed by a square shape, scorched 
with rust. Through the incredibly small 
window, escaped a string of sunlight.
The scientist puzzled over his memories, 
wondering which ones to share and which 
ones to not. 

Then he said, “Go find your purpose 
and then you will have a good life”.

Blu puzzled over that he thought, 
“hmm” if I can’t get home I might want 
to live a life here. And  he walked out the 
front door and made his way down a hill 
then into a forest but huddled next to 
a tall tree was a white and orange cat, 
blubbering in his guilt, of his past, of his 
present, and of his future, not wanting 
anything more than to sleep forever un-
der the tree until it fell down.

Chapter 2—The Invasion
(Translated by Blu)

Jaguar  leaped through his com-
fortable dreams as he rolled and out-
stretched his claws and the gentle sun-
beams sprayed down on his white and 
terracotta-coloured fur as this happened. 
Then, like an earthquake, the whole house 

shook as his father harshly slammed open 
Jaguar’s bedroom door. Unlike other cats, 
the barbarian cats normally stood on their 
hind legs. “Son, today is the day you be-
come an official barbarian. You must be 
ready- you aren't much of a barbarian ”, his 

father stormed out the door “Mmmmmm
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
mmmmmmmmmmmmfffffffffffffffffeow-
rrrrrrreeeeeeeee” Jaguar grumbled, Jag-
uar rolled over and showed his stomach 
to “wake up!” beams of Jaguar moaned, 
“I don’t waaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaah.” Jaguar’s 
dad grabbed a chair and  smashed it on his 
knee. Jaguar immediately sat up, with his 
eyes nearly ejected out of his head. The 
chair screamed “obey him! Obey him!” 
Jaguar listened carefully to the Chair’s 
silent call and flew out of his bed and said 
“yes, ma- er, sir! sir!” Jaguar’s dad growled 
a sign of anger. Jaguar’s legs trembled and 
Jaguar jumped out the window for no 
apparent reason.

Jaguar hid under a bush and stayed 
there for no apparent reason for many 

QUEST continued on page 18
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minutes. A yellow, smooth, flash in the 
trees and Jaguar spotted it. Jaguar crept 
on four legs, seconds were minutes. Jag-
uar finally found out that it was a smooth, 
soft yellow and tan, sphere shaped thing 
hanging in the trees. Jaguar knew what 
this was, and it was serious. It was a 

potato chip bee hive, the barbarian’s 
only weakness. These creatures could 
do serious damage and could take down 
the whole village in minutes. I have to tell 
somebody. He thought, but what if they 
don't believe me? Jaguar had said many 
things, his parents just thought he was 
lying. Jaguar crept back into the bushes 
ssssssssllllllllllllooooowwwwwwwlllllllly. 
As soon as he was out of sight, he ran 
away, quickly and silently, on his cat feet. 
He ran back to his house, and by then his 
mom and dad were out hunting, and so he 
got some extra sleep. 

When his parents returned, the door 
slammed open with such force the door 
fell off. Jaguar jumped off the bed and ran 
to the kitchen and grabbed a stool.

Jaguar’s parents came home with a fish 
as big as the door. It was a huge cat and 
the massive cat who was his father said 
in a grumpy voice, “Time to get your cer-
emony clothes on” so he did and walked 
out the door. He walked on the stage and 
saw the hundreds of barbarian cats look-
ing at him intently. Then a trumpet shook 
the earth the sound bellowing against the 
walls of building they gave him a ax and 
shoved him to a tree “cut this down and 

you will become a true barbarian” said a 
official barbarian right as he lifted the axe 
a swarm of potato chip bees swarmed the 
village the cats were sneezing a lot be-
cause they were allergic to potato chips 
they all were falling to the ground. His  
mom was being attacked he needed to 
run a few of the bees were chasing him he 
ran with all his might into the jungle until 
he could run no more.

Chapter 3—Alliances Awaken.
Last night Blu had awoken from a deep 

slumber thinking about the life he had 
back when he lived his life in the world 
above but then he thought about the 
dampness of the floor and the warm heat 
of the cat condo’s fire pit warming his fur. 
And the roughness of his owner but soon 
he moved leaving Blu in an abandoned 
mansion probably far from the ocean. But 
now he was free of that life now he had a 
whole world to explore. Then he awoke 
with something wet touching his face. It 
kept touching him. He looked up a white 
and orange tabby cat who was licking 
his belly “ahh!” screamed Blu “I gfhj jsjs-
js.” Jaguar said, but translated, he said “I 
need help. I lost everything My home, my 
friends, everything.”  

 “Who are you?” Blu said, very sur-
prised. “ hahah?” The strange cat asked.
Translated he said “who are you?” But Blu 
knew what he meant. “Blu.” Blu replied.  
“Jaguar.” Said Jaguar. He said translated 
“hi. My name’s Jaguar. Anyways, like I 
said, I lost everything.”  

“Um, hi. Um, where are you from?” Blu 
asked, not knowing anything Jaguar was 
saying. “Jhggjuytyghuyu?!” Jaguar 
questioned. Translated: “what is this 
place?” Jaguar asked. “Hmm, I don’t 
understand you. What can I do?” Blu 
wondered. 

Suddenly, Blu had an idea that 
occurred as sudden as a pop rock 
started popping in your mouth. The 
scientist might be able to translate! 
“I know! Come with me, Jaguar!” 
Jaguar was in no mood to get up. 

He just lowered his head and rested it 
on his paws and readjusted his body and 
waited for sweet sleep as we know it to 
drown him. Blu suddenly grabbed one of 
his front paws and hoisted him up in the 
air and then they both ran on their hind 
legs off to the lab, and Blu never ran on 
his hind legs. 

At the lab, the scientist greeted them, 
in both languages.  “Oh, back again Blu!” 
“Tubyundea!”  “Hi, um I met this guy a 
second ago and I can’t understand him.” 

“Sure, I think I can help you with 
that. Just give me a second.” He started  
searching around on a shelf crowded 
by dull colored potions. There were so 
many one fell off, flying through the air. 
Just when it was about to hit the floor, 
the scientist caught it. “Phwoooo,” the 
scientist sighed in relief. The potion’s  
label said  translation potion.  “Aha, here 
it is, sneaky potion!” The scientist did 
that hehe, eh laugh. “Alright,” he said to 
Blu. “ Would you like to drink it?” “Vhab,” 
he said to Jaguar, “ gfheflosmyghhfyon v 
anakakssks?” Jaguar stepped up. “Opvhvj, 
so shjssjhbsvshdieyeiehguwn.” He hand-
ed Jaguar. Jaguar drank the whole bottle 
and gulped it down with a face that said  
are you sure this isn’t snail slime?! And 
opened his mouth and blurted out  “Blua!”    
The magic spell of silence hung in the air 
for about a minute. Blu spoke and broke 
the silence. “So, what’s gonna happen? 
How does it work?” He asked the scien-
tist. “You now know how to speak the 
language of the barbarians, you can speak 
fluently.”

The End (For now)

THE TABBY’S QUEST (continued)
QUEST continued from page 17
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Colored Eggs   By Deborah P.

“Hey Smallpaw, what’s that?” Asked 
Graypaw.

“I don’t know! Why are you asking me.” 
Exclaimed Smallpaw.

“Dear Starclan,” mumbled Stoneclaw, 
“guys, they are clearly eggs!”

“Oh, I’ve seen these before. Stone-
claw, where did they come from?” Asked 
Smallpaw. 

“Umm…, I’m not sure.” Stoneclaw says.

 In the distance Leafstar yells, “All cats 
old enough to catch their own prey join 
here at High Rock for a clan meeting!” 

“Come on guys, we gotta go.” Stone-
claw tells them.

After the clan meeting, Stoneclaw 
goes up to the leader, leafstar, and tells 
her about the eggs.

“Leafstar, there are weird pattern eggs 
where I was training Smallpaw and Gray-
paw.” Explains Stoneclaw.

“That is weird, can you show me where 
they are?” Asks Leafstar.

“Yeah, follow me.”

Once they got to the training grounds, 
Stoneclaw showed Leafstar. They looked 
around to see if there were more but they 
stumbled into two leg territory.

“Wait, Stoneclaw… THIS IS TWO LEG 
TERRITORY! WE GOTTA GET BACK TO 

CAMP!” Yells Leafstar. They hurry quickly 
back into camp, carefully avoiding the 
two legs.

“That was scary…” says Smallpaw, get-
ting ready to collapse.

Panting, Leafstar whispered to Stone-
claw. “Please take these eggs to the 
medicine cats so they can look at them. 
And please stay away from the two leg 
territory, it’s too dangerous 
to train your apprentices 
there.”

“Okay, I got it.” Whis-
pers back Stoneclaw. “I’ll 
train them between the 
trees and the high rock.”

“That sounds good.” 
Says Leafstar. Stoneclaw 
heads to the medicine cat’s 
den with the eggs. “You 
guys stay here, I’ll be back 
in a bit. Go ask leafstar 
what you can do or ask her 
deputy, just find something 
to do.” Says Stoneclaw. 
Smallpaw and Graypaw 
started to find Cloudhunt-
er. (leafstar’s deputy) 

As Stoneclaw entered 
the Medicine cats den, he 
said, “I’ve got some eggs 
for you to look at, Leafstar 

sent me here.” “Well, it’s safe to come in. 
Lucky for you, we know what those are,” 
says Springleaf. “Those are decorative 
chicken eggs, Stoneclaw.” 

“Oh, intriguing.” 

“Yes, very,” Says Springleaf. “But, you 
should go find your apprentices.”

“Okay, I should do that then.”

THE END

A Wolf’s Life   By Zoë F.

Hi! I am June Timber. I live with my 
Mom, Dad and little brother Ethan. I am 
in sixth grade. When I grow up I want 
to travel and be a vet at the same time!  
My mom is a vet. She is usually off duty 
because of winter break. It was Saturday 
afternoon when “June come see this!”my 
mom yelled.

I ran into the kitchen. It was my Mom. 
She found a wolf.

“I think he may have gotten lost.” “ I 
found him when I was feeding the chick-
ens,” said Mom. The wolf was shaking. 

“I think he’s sick” and Mom was a vet 
so I believed her. Mom said. She needed 
to get him to the ER and fast,so Dad 
drove the fastest way to the vet. Mom 
had wrapped him in a towel to keep him 
warm.  

“We need to name him,”I said.

 “What?” said Mom. 

“ Name him,”I said. 

“Ok what should we name him?” Said 
Mom. 

“Jumper, Jasper, Pedro Jim,?” I Said. 

“I don’t know, why don’t you name 
him,” said Mom encouragingly. 

“Ok” said June. “ Pax,” said June.“Pax 
the Wolf” 

 We found out that he had a pack 
called T473, Harvard universe has been 
studying wolves and his pack is one of the 
packs they have been studying . Pax had 
a broken leg. But he was the cutest thing 
I had ever seen even when we saw those 
baby tigers. Ethan came inside and said, 
“How’s he doing?”

WOLF continued on page 20
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 “Good. His leg is healing,”said June’s 
Mom. The door flew open 

“Clear out. This is a dangerous wolf,”-
said the doctor. “ He is sick!” Said the 
doctor. 

We had to leave the wolf there all 
night! The next day right in the morning at 
6:30.I tried to get them up so we could go.

“Get up, get up, we have to visit the 
wolf today!” 

It took them a while to get up then 
shower then eat and finally it was time to 
go! I ran as fast as I could to the white car 
in the driveway. I jumped inside 

“Come on come on we have to go!” I 
said. 

When we finally got in I asked 

“Hey Mom, can we go to the library 

after we go to see Pax? 

“Why do you want to go to the library 
June?” Mom asked. 

“Well I want to find good books on 
wolves so I can help Pax”

 “Ok sure we can stop by the library” 
said Mom. Just then we parked in the only 
spot left.

 I raced across the street and went 
inside. 

I saw lots of sick pets in the waiting 
room. “June, wait up!,” said Eathan. Eathan 
raced after me and said “Sooo which room 
is Pax in?” 

“Ummm, let’s ask Dad,” I said. I walked 
back to catch up with Dad and Dad said 
“Room 347” 

“Ugg that is on the fifth floor” I moaned. 

“Well then let’s get started then just 
as we got to the ele-
vator a sign said that it 
was under construction. 
“Nooooooooooo!” “Great, 
we have to take the 
stairs all the way to the 
fifth floor!!!” The whole 
entire time we walked up 
the stairs I moaned. “No. 
More. Stairs.” I panted. 
And finally finally we got 
to the top. 

“Hey what do you say 
we hit the snack bar after 
we see the pup eh?” Said 
Dad.

 “That sounds great,” I 
said. 

We went into the room 
and saw him alive and 
chasing his own tail. 

“How did he heal this 
fast?” 

“I don’t know when I 
gave him the medicine he 
needed an hour later he 
was bouncing around like 
this” said the doctor. 

“Well I don’t care how he recovered 
so fast, all I care about is that he healed!” 
I said. I picked him up and twirled him 
around and said “He is the fluffiest thing I 
have ever felt!” “Uh one question?” I said. 

“Yeah?” Said the doctor. 

“Uh could we keep him?”

 “Well do you want a rabies shot?” She 
said, ``I looked at Mom and Dad.”Well if 
it means we can keep him then sure I can 
take on one little shot” I said. 

Mom and Dad talked to a doctor to get 
an appointment and guess what? They 
scheduled it for tomorrow! I was so happy 
I went to bed early so that it would seem 
like time would pass faster. 

The next day I jumped out of bed and 
ran all the way to mom’s room. “Wake up 
wake up wake up!” “I want my shot so we 
can keep Pax!!!” 

“Fine” said Mom. 

“Well we did schedule the shot at ten 
o’clock” said Dad.

 We drove for a half hour then finally 
we got to the doctor. “Hooray hooray! I 
can’t wait to get my shot” I said. 10 min-
utes later someone said 

“The Timber’s?” 

“Here” I said. 

We walked into a room and the doc-
tor said “Who’s first with the rabies shot 
today?” 

“Me” I said proudly. 

“Ok you will only feel a small pinch” 

“Ow!!” I yelled. “Ow that hurt so much!”

 “But was it worth getting a wolf in 
your house and getting a milkshake in the 
car?” Dad asked. 

“What milkshake?” I said.

 “Oh that’s right I forgot to tell you, at 
the café we are getting milkshakes.” Said 
Dad. 

“Yahoo!!!” I yelled. 

Next Ethan went. He was scared, and I 
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could tell so I said “If you get this shot I’ll 
share my milkshake with you” After Ethen 
got his shot it was Mom and Dad’s turn 
and that went quickly. 

I hurried out the door and into room 
347. I ran in and picked up the doggy and 
said “Hooray you can stay with us now!!” I 
brought him to Mom. “Now we only have 
to get wolf food, which is meat.” “Uh hey 
we have those deer in the back right?” 
“Those would work!” “Yeah and he’s big 
enough right?” “Well if he is going to be a 
pet he should eat dog food” 

“Ok!” 

The next day we found Pax on the 
floor on top of a pile of shoes that were 
ripped, just then I yelled “Mom, Dad come 
see this!” They both ran down to see what 
all the commotion was about. 

“Oh no,” Mom said. 

“Well now we know, and hey I guess he 
has some dog habits, like chewing shoes” 
Dad said while holding up a ripped shoe.

 Later we went to the pet store to find 
him a dog cage. 

“Hi, I’m looking for a dog cage?” Dad 
asked the owner of the store. 

“They're in the back,” said the owner. 
We slowly walked to the back when I saw 
a parrot. 

“Aww look at the cute little parrot” I 
said. It was true he was adorable. 

“Come on, we have to get our doggy 
friend a cage, dog food, a dog collar, and a 

dog leash,” Dad said. I skipped all the way 
to the very back and saw the cages. 

“Ok we need a big dog cage for Pax” 
said Dad. 

“How about this one?” I asked, point-
ing at the teal cage in the corner.

 “That looks great, now we got to get 
the rest of the stuff on the list” said Dad. 
We went up and down every aisle trying 
to find the dog food and when we got to 
the last aisle there it was the dog food. 
Dad grabbed 2 bags off of the shelf. 

And we started to walk towards the 
leashes and collars and I ran ahead and 
picked out a velvet blue leash and a nice 
bone to give him as a treat.

 We checked out all our stuff and when 
we got home Mom walked to the door 
and said “Hey your back um you might 
have to go back” she said. 

“Why?” I asked. 

“Well I think Pax is a father,” she said. 
I slowly walked into the living room. And 
OMG there were 3 little wolves on a small 
blanket. Mom came in after me. 

“And since you named Pax I named her 
Sasha” said Mom. We all crowded around 
Sasha and Pax. 

“Hey Ethan can I name two?” 

“Sure,” said Ethan. 

“Ummm, the spotted one is named 
Leafpaw and the black one Ravenpaw” 

“Then the smallest one is going to be 
named Littlepaw,” said Ethan proudly.

 The next day I 
woke up to the sound 
of whining. 

“Ugg” I said. “What 
was that?” I asked. 
No one answered. I 
creeped down the 
stairs, the farther 
down the louder the 
whining was.

 I shot my head in 
one direction then 
in the other I slowly 

walked into the kitchen and just then 
something black jumped out and licked 
my face, as my eyes adjusted I knew who 
had jumped on me, Pax. 

“Pax,” I said laughing. Then I saw what 
he was whining about, he was hungry. 

“Oh you’re hungry?” I said. He barked. 

“I’m going to take that as a yes,” I said. 

I walked over to the food barrel and 
almost tripped over Sasha and the kits. I 
carefully stepped over them and opened 
the food. I picked up the scoop inside 
and scooped up all of Pax’s favorite food, 
extra meaty.

 I gave him the food and walked into 
the living room.

 After a few minutes Leafpaw, Raven-
paw, and Littlepaw came in and curled up 
onto my lap and I patted them very nicely. 

When Mom and Dad woke up they said 
“Honey I think you need to say goodbye”. 

“To who and why?” 

“Well, Pax Sasha and the kits are ani-
mals. If we keep him he will be a house dog 
and won’t have the life that he deserves. 
We still have a day left and we found 
where his pack is, it is in Massachusetts” 

“OMG!!!!! I’ve always wanted to be in 
Massachusetts!” 

“That’s what we thought!” “Road trip!!!” 
I said. We took a plane.

 And the next morning we were there! 

“We only need to go a little farther,” 
Dad said. 

We ended up at a very bushy and full 
of deer woods. 

“Well this is it,” Dad said. We opened 
the dog cage and let them out. “Be free!!!” 
I said. They slowly walked off. 

The trip back felt longer and When we 
got home on the living room floor was 
Pax, Sasha, and the kits sleeping soundly 
on the floor. “I think they want to stay,” 
Mom whispered.

“That is fine with me,” I said. 

The End.

A Wolf’s Life (continued)
WOLF continued from page 20
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Joey, Greenie, and the Bots   By Isaac L.

Saturday

“You will pay for what you have done, 
Joey” Greenie says angrily.

Greenie attacks Joey’s foot, which 
moves Joey’s robot waist.

Two bots come from behind Greenie 
and assemble Joey's body back to normal.

“Fix, fix, fix,” the two bots say.

“Hahahaha you will never defeat me” 
Joey says like a maniac.

1 week earlier
Greenie is at school and sitting with his 

Green Gang; Greenie, Greenue, Greenya 
and Greenjoey. “Want to hang at my 
house after school?” Greenie asks.

“Sure!” everyone says except for Joey. 
“Why can't you go”? Greenue asks mock-
ingly.

Right then Joey leaves the lunch room. 
The Green Gang walks over to Greenie's 
house where Greenie flips on the TV and 
goes to the news. The reporter says, “here 
you see a robber running from a cop.” 

“That's a big cop” Greenya says. 

“The robber kinda looks like Joey 
right?” Greenie asks.

“Ya” the gang agrees. “Let's investi-
gate,” Greenue says. 

“OK. You guys camp out at Eat and 
Save, I’ll go to Buy and Use. OK?” Greenie 
says.

“Deal,” the gang says. Greenie heads 
towards Buy and Use and steps inside the 
store. He looks around and suddenly falls 
and falls and falls, then, suddenly, stops. 

Greenie is OK. He hears a laugh and 
walks towards it where he sees Joey and 
10 bots…    

Saturday
Joey's hand breaks at the wrist and 

flies at full speed towards Greenie. 

But Greenie has a secret weapon… a 
spatula named SPATULA! Greenie de-
flects the hand with his spatula, but Joey 
does not give up. He fires his hand back at 

Greenie but Greenie hits the hand back at 
Joey with his spatula.

Joey's hand smacks his OWN face in 
two. “Arrrrgh,'' Joey screams.

“Fix, fix, fix,” two bots say as they put 
together again Joey's face while Joey 
screams in pain.

“Now it's time to erase Joey's memo-
ry,” Greenie says strictly.

Greenie puts a mechanism like a box 
of sorts on Joey’s head and whispers un-
der his spatula “erase, erase his memory 
erase…”

But before the spell works, Joey’s loyal 
bot, Bottman, crushes the mechanism. 
Greenie leaves the room in anger.

 “Can we talk, Bottman?” Joey says 
calmly.

“Yes, boss,” Bottman says.

“Can you spy on Greenies meeting with 
Spatula? I hear something big is  gonna be 
said,” Joey whispers  (foreshadowing).

Bottman spies on the meeting and 
hears what Greenie says…

 “There is only one way to defeat me, 
Spatula. Shoot me in the nose. Joey thinks 
he can only defeat me by shooting me in 
the eye, so we gotta destroy all of Joey’s 
parts before the botts come back to fix him. 
Or we could defeat all the bots, except for 
bottman because…he is my son and I can 
m a k e 
h i m 
g o o d 
a g a i n ,” 
Greenie 
says. 

O…K… Will… Do, Spatula says slowly.

Bottman quickly runs to tell his boss, 
Joey, the news.

Greenie approaches Joey and Joey 
laughs.  “You’re too late, my friend. Bott-
man here has told me everything that 
you said in your little meeting,” Joey says 
mockingly.

Greenie ignores this news and strikes 
at Joey.

When only one part of Joey is left, 
Greenie gets ready to smash it but stops 
midway through and moves back.

“What?” Joey says confused.

Joey is weirded out by this. A light 
flashes in Joey’s robot head. Joey smiles 
and hugs Greenie. Botman joins in on the 
hug. 

The gang is back together.

One Year Later
“What is that,” Joey says.

“I think it’s some sort of a bus,” Greenie 
responds. “But it’s flying!” Bottman says 
scared. 

This bus lands in front of the gang. A 
figure walks out of the bus…

The End 

Book Two coming soon: The Revenge 
of Joey, Greenie, Bottman and Spatula!
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Super Person’s Bad Day 

Once Upon a Time   By Ellery T..
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LEGOs Q&A   By Isaac L. 

Q. What are LEGOs made of?
A. LEGOs are made of ABS which is hard-
ened plastic and very scratch resistant 
and durable.

Q. How do LEGOs connect?
A. If you flip a LEGO, there are holes and 
open space. On the other side, there are 
bumpy dots.  If you put the dots and open 
space on the other side together—boop, 
they're connected.

Q. Why are LEGOs called LEGOs?
A. LEGO is abbreviation for two Danish 
words “leg godt,” meaning “play well.”

Q. When were LEGOs first made?

A. The company was founded in 1932 
by Ole Kirk Kristiansen. The company 
started out making wooden 
toys and switched to plastic 
bricks in the late 1940s. The 
company was passed down 
from father to son and now 
the grandchild owns the 
company.

Q. How are LEGOs made?
A. LEGOs are made by 
heating plastic granules at 
450 degrees Fahrenheit in 
three-story high metal silos.

How To Do Magic   By Zoë F.

Today’s magic trick is how to know what color crayon someone picks.

Turn around and give someone a box of crayons. 

Tell them to pick any crayon they want and to put it in your hand.

When they put it in your hand, scratch some crayon onto your fingernail

When you almost predict the crayon color look at your fingernail to know for sure. 

Jokes! 😹🤣   By Holly C. & Ryan K.

Joke#1 Why do fish swim in saltwater?

Joke #2 Why do the spiders have such a strong connection?

Joke #3 How do you count shark’s teeth? 

Joke #4 What has three feet but no head?

Joke #5 What did the cop say to his tummy?

Joke #6 What’s an alligator that wears a vest?

Joke #7 Which Disney princess tells the most puns?

Jokes   By Emma P., Katarina C., & Summer S.

What do you call a fake noodle?  An impasta.

Why was the queen a foot tall?  She was a ruler.

What did the ocean say to the beach?  Nothing it just waved.

Why do seagulls fly over the ocean?  Because if they flew over the 
bay we would call them bagels.

What’s brown and sticky? A stick.

Why did the girl bring a ladder to school? It was a high school

Why did the frog ride his bike to work?  
Because his car got toad

Where do boats go when they’re sick? To 
the boat doc.

Don’t trust Atoms…they make up every-
thing.

What do you call a man that’s orange? A 
mandarin orange.

MAGIC   By Ella B.

Unicorns, Mermaids,

Pupmaids too, I saw Pixies

As they flew away

Jokes! Answers: 1. Because they sneeze in pepper.  2. Because they see eye to eye to eye to eye to eye to eye to eye to eye.  3. Not 
by hand! 4. A yardstick!   5. You're under my vest!   6. An inVESTigator   7. rePUNzel!
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Village   By Arya

Summer   By Jianna

Mario   By Lucy H

Toad   By Lucy H
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Ice Cream   By Jianna Monkey Song  By Isaac

I’m a  monkey man 

I’m a very very hairy monkey man 

Oh yaaa ohh ah oh oh ah 

I’m a monkey man 

I’m a very  hairy hairy monkey man 

Hairy monkey man 

Oh ya oh ah

(Oh ah is sound of monkey)

Mario, Princess 
Peach, & Toad   By Arya

Dragon   By Isaac W.
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Owls  
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Maker-space
 By Andrew W.O.
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Cheese-zilla    By Eli F.
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Naraen Thanigaivel February 3,
2023

Hello guys. Naraen here. Some of you probably know that Pokémon™
Scarlet and Violet have been released on November 18 in the US. You
know that pokemons have weaknesses, resistances, advantages,
immunities, and moves that don't affect opponents in battle. So, I will
make a chart you can use to finish your enemies (in the game of
course). We’ll start with the basic normal type and work on until the
dragon type. Note: the table will only tell the advantage, weakness,
resistance, and immunity.

Type Advantage
(offensive)

Weakness
(defensive)

Resistance
(defensive)

Immunity
(defensive)

Normal N/a Fighting N/a Ghost

Fire Grass, Ice,
Bug, Steel

Water,
Ground,
Rock

Grass, Fire,
Ice, Bug,
Steel, Fairy

N/a

Water Fire, Rock,
Ground

Grass,
Electric

Fire, Water,
Ice, Steel

N/a

Grass Water,
Ground,
Rock

Bug, Fire,
Ice, Poison,
Flying,

Water,
Grass,
Electric,
Ground

N/a

Ice Grass,
Ground,
Flying,
Dragon

Fire,
Fighting,
Rock, Steel

Ice N/a

Dark Ghost,
Psychic

Fairy, Bug Ghost, Dark Psychic

Fairy Dark,
Dragon,
Fighting

Steel,
Poison

Fighting,
Dark, Bug

Dragon

Steel Ice, Fairy, Fire, Dragon, Poison

Poké Chart   By Naraen T., February 2023

Hello guys. Naraen here. Some of you prob-
ably know that Pokémon™ Scarlet and Violet 
have been released on November 18 in the US. 
You know that pokemons have weaknesses, 
resistances, advantages, immunities, and moves  
 that don't affect opponents in battle. So, I will 

make a chart you can use to finish your enemies 
(in the game of course). We’ll start with the ba-
sic normal type and work on until the dragon 
type. Note: the table will only tell the advan-
tage, weakness, resistance, and immunity.
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Rock Fighting,
Ground

Electric,
Flying,
Psychic,
Bug, Rock

Fighting Steel, Rock,
Normal, Bug

Flying,
Psychic,
Fairy

Bug, Rock,
Dark

N/a

Flying Bug,
Fighting,
Grass

Rock,
Electric, Ice

Fighting,
Grass, Bug

Ground

Rock Flying, Fire,
Ice, Rock

Fighting,
Water,
Grass,
Ground,
Steel

Poison, Fire,
Normal,
Flying

N/a

Ground Electric,
Fire, Poison,
Rock, Steel

Water,
Grass, Ice

Poison,
Rock

Electric

Poison Grass, Fairy Ground,
Psychic

Poison,
Grass,
Fighting,
Bug, Fairy

N/a

Psychic Fighting,
Poison

Ghost, Bug,
Dark

Fighting,
Psychic

N/a

Ghost Psychic,
Ghost

Dark, Ghost Poison, Bug Normal,
Fighting

Bug Grass,
Psychic,
Dark

Flying, Fire,
Rock

Grass,
Fighting,
Ground

N/a

Electric Water,
Flying

Ground Electric,
Flying, Steel

N/a

Dragon Dragon Dragon, Ice,
Fairy

Fire, Water,
Electric,
Grass

N/a

Did you know that there are 19 types? The nineteenth type is, drum
roll please ……………………………. Type: Null!���� It’s a Pokémon joke. But

Did you know that there are 19 types? The 
nineteenth type is, drum roll please…Type: 
Null! 🤣🤣 It’s a Pokémon joke. But anyway. 
Have fun with Pokémon. And make sure you 
destroy your own enemies, even your friends. (I 

definitely don’t know if you want to battle your 
friends. But just battle after you ask them.)

Yours truly,

Naraen T., Grade 5
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Sylveon
Pokemon Weaknesses and Resistances

By John C.
Normal Weakness: Fighting

Fire Weaknesses: Water, Ground, Rock
Fire Resistances: Fire, Grass, Ice, Bug, Steel, Fairy

Water Weaknesses: Grass, Electric,
Water Resistances: Fire, Water, Ice, Steel

Grass Weaknesses: Fire. Ice, Polson, Flylng, Bug
Grass Resistances: Water, Grass, Electric, Ground,

Electric Weakness: Ground
Electrlc Resistances: Electrlc, Flylng, Steel

Ice Weaknesses: Fire, Fighting, Rock, Steel
Ice Resistance: Ice,

Fighting Weaknesses: Flying, Psychic, Fairy
Fighting Resistances: Bug, Rock, Dark

Polson Weaknesses: Ground, Psychic
Poison Resistances: Grass, Fighting, Poison, Bug, Fairy

Ground Weaknesses: Water, Grass. Ice
Ground Resistances: Polson, Rock

Flying Weaknesses: Electric, Ice, Rock
Flying Resistances: Grass, Fighting, Bug,

Psychic Weaknesses: Bug, Ghost, Dark
Psychic Resistances: Fighting, Psychic

Bug Weaknesses: Fire, Flylng, Rock
Bug Resistances: Grass, Fighting, Ground

Rock Weaknesses: Water, Grass. Fighting, Ground, Steel
Rock Resistances: Normal, Fire, Polson, Flylng,

Ghost Weaknesses: Ghost, Dark
Ghost Resistances: Poison, Bug

Dragon Weaknesses: Ice, Dragon, Fairy
Dragon Resistances: Fire, Water, Grass, Electric

Dark Weaknesses: Bug, Fairy
Dark Resistances: Ghost, Dark

Steel Weaknesses: Fire, Fighting, Ground
Steel Resistances: Ice, Flylng, Psychic, Bug, Rock, Dragon,
Steel, Fairy

Fairy Weaknesses: Poison, Steel
Fairy Resistances: Fighting, Bug, Dark

Pokémon of 
the Week 1  By Zoë F.

The Pokémon of the week is Altaria. 
I chose Altaria because she is an all 
type pokémon. An all type Pokémon are 
Pokémon that you can use any energy on 
and it will attack. The Pokémon store of 
the week is Chris’s Cards and Comics in 
New Hampshire.

Pokèmon of the Week 2   By Zoë F.

The Pokémon of the week is Bulba-
saur. I chose Bulbasaur because he is a 
plant type. Plant types are unique be-
cause plant types are very strong against 
electric types. Some electric types are 
strong but if you have Lixo and Luxray 
that’s great but without Shenix those 
cards are useless in your deck.

Building a Deck
The first thing you do on building a 

deck is decide which type you want to 
do. The next step to building a deck is 
grabbing 18 energy cards of that type. 
Then choose 20 Pokémon. Finally take 
11 Trainers and 11 Items. And Boom! 
You have a Deck. 

Pokémon of the Week 3   By Zoë F.

The  Pokemon of the week is Eevee. 
I choose Eevee because Eevee is the 
key to evolution and Eevee is an all type 
Pokemon.  An all type Pokémon means 
that it can attack by using any energy on it 
and it can attack. The evolutions of Evee 
are the only Pokémon in the world that 
has eight evolutions. Today most people 
like Pikachu but Eevee is stronger and has 
a lot more evolutions than Pikachu. Most 
people think that Eevee is weak and that 

is true but Pikachu’s plain card is also not 
strong so why do people think Eevee is 
weaker? And Eevee has 60 hit points but 
Pikachu has only 50 hit points so Eevee is 
actually stronger than Pikachu. And why 
do some Pokémon have the same card 
but have less hit points than the other? 
The answer is that they have different pic-
tures than the others that’s why they have 
different hit point levels. The reason that 
Eevee is the key to Evolution is because 

she has eight evolutions, not just three 
like Pikachu or other Pokémon. And some 
Pokémon don’t even have an evolution 
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All About Pokémon   By Mallory B. H. 

Pokémon cards

There are a lot of different types of 
Pokémon cards. There are V’s, GX’s, EX’s, 
Vmax’s, Full arts, and a lot more.There 
are also Pokémon cards that are called 
“TRAINERS” and there are Pokémon cards 
that are called “ENERGIES”. There are 
types of Pokémon, like: Fire type, Water 
type, Grass type, Lightning type,and a lot 

more. A very common type of Pokémon 
card is Pikachu. A lot of people who know 
a lot about Pokémon cards probably know 
about Pikachu.

Pokémon ball
The simplest of Pokémon is the 

Pokémon ball. The Pokémon ball is a half 
red and half white ball. The top half is 

red and the bottom half is white. There 
is a black stripe and a white circle in the 
middle.

Rainbow Rares
Pokémon Rainbow Rares are pretty 

rare, because they have a rainbow like 
pattern on them. There are not many of 
these pokemon. 

Eeveelutions   By Evey B.

These are Eevee evolutions Vaporeon, Jolteon, Flareon, Sylveon, 
Glaceon, Espeon, Umbreon, and Leafeon.

Those are the Eeveelutions [Eevee is next to Sylveon][Espeon 
and Umbreon are in the same latte]. Vaporeon is a water type,-
Jolteon is a electric type,Flareon is a fire type, Sylveon is a fairy 
type,Glaceon is a ice type, Espeon is a psychic type, Umbreon is 
a dark type and Leafeon is a grass type.

Eevee can evolve into 8 different pokemon

But some people think Eevee has 9 Eeveelutions but sadly only 
8 but again 8 is a lot and that’s not enough.

Vaporeon can use acid water and turn invisible in the water.

If you touch Jolteon’s spikes then it will explode ka boom.

Flareon’s fluff on it’s neck and tail is fire. 

Sylveon has ribbons and bows on it’s neck and right ear.

Glaceon’s body is not cold though it is a ice type and lives in a 
snowy climate. 

Espeon has a red gem on it’s forehead and lets it use psychic 
moves.

Umbreon has yellow stripes all over it’s body that glow in the 
dark.

Leafeon has a leaf on it’s head that makes it smell good.

With a water stone Eevee can evolve into Vaporeon.

With a electric stone Eevee can evolve into Jolteon.

With a fire stone Eevee can evolve into Flareon.

With a fairy stone Eevee can evolve into Sylveon.

With a ice stone Eevee can evolve into Glaceon.

With a sun stone Eevee can evolve into Espeon.

With a moon stone Eevee can evolve into Umbreon.

With a grass stone Eevee can evolve into Leafeon.

That is all you need to know about…

Eeveelutions.

Pokèmon Scarlet and Pokèmon Violet 
Game Review  May contain spoilers   By Quinn B.

Pokèmon Scarlet & Pokèmon Violet are the newest games to 
come to the Pokémon universe 

Table of contents

1.Starter Pokémon

2.Legendary Pokémon

3.Tera Pokémon

4.Titans

5.Friends and Enemies 

6.Gyms

7.The Academy 

8.Team Star

9.The Crater

10.Other secrets and facts you should know about

POKÉMON continued on page 35
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POKÉMON continued from page 34
Pokèmon Scarlet and Pokèmon Violet Game Review (continued)
Starter Pokèmon

When you start the game and get out 
of your house your principal will give you 
the option of getting one of these cute 
little Pokèmon but these little things will 
surprise you when they evolve Sprigatito 
the grass cat will evolve into Floragato 
then into Meowscarada. Fuecoco the 
fire croc will evolve into Crocolar then 
Skeldridge. Then finally Quaxly will evolve 
into Quaxwell and then Quaxquavel these 
Pokémon will assist you on your journey 
across the region you live in called Paldea.

Legendary Pokémon
In Pokémon Scarlet and Violet there 

are many legendary Pokémon there’s the 
main Pokémon of the games Miradon and 
Koridon these Pokémon are really strong 
so are the other Pokémon are strong to 
the dragon like Pokémon is called the 
roaring moon it is a legendary Pokémon 
that is a dragon and dark. Pokémo the 
Pokémon on its right is called the iron 
valiant it is a fairy and fighting type these 
Pokémon are powerful and hard to find 
but with lots of work you can find them. 
Near the start of your journey you meet 
Miradon/Koridon who helps you from a 
Houndoom and a bunch of Houndour and 
becomes a partner who helps you on your 
journey.

Tera Pokémon
 In the world 

of Pokémon in 
this one region 
there is a special 
p h e n o m e n o n 
called the Tera 
phenomenon it 
makes Pokémon 
sparkle like gems 
the color of the 
gem on its head 
is the type of 
Pokémon it now 
becomes that is 
called a Tera type 
like in the photo it 
shows a red chan-
delier that means 
it’s Tera type is fire. Then in the Pokémon 
card game they have Tera Pokémon ex like 
the new ex Pokémon Gyrados ex

As you can see it has a blue chandelier 
but most Tera Pokémon won’t always 
have a chandelier then back to the game 
you can get shards called Tera shards with 
enough of them you can change your 
Pokémon’s Tera type where you get these 
shards is from a kind of battle called Tera 
raid battles in these battles you battle with 
3 other play-
ers to try to 
beat the Tera 
Pokémon in 
the time limit 
then when 
you beat it 
you get the 
opportunity to 
catch it there 

are star ratings the more the stars the 
more rewards you get and the harder it is 
to beat that Pokémon 7 star raid battles 
are the hardest they are called mightiest 
mark Pokémon when you get them they 
are level 100 the highest level and you 
also get a lot of Tera shards.

Titan Pokémon
You are introduced to these powerful 

Pokémon when arven your sandwich 
making friend shows you a part from his 
strange book called herba mystica which 
is some sort of herb but these herbs are 
guarded by powerful Pokémon that ate 
this herba mystica called titan Pokémon 
they have grown big or very powerful 
some are strange too there is the first titan 
the giant crab Pokémon above Clawf who 
is usually a cute Pokémon but once it eat 
the herba mystica it went all mad try bat-
tle it it with grass and fighting types and 
have them around level 14. Then there’s 
the next titan Pokémon Bombrider, a gi-
ant bird Pokémon that’s a dark and flying 
type trying to use rock types and have 
them around level 26. Next there is Iron 
treads/Great tusk. These are mysterious 
paradox Pokémon (which we will explain 
in chapter 9) . They are very powerful with 

POKÉMON continued on page 36
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Pokèmon Scarlet and Pokèmon Violet Game Review (continued)
POKÉMON continued from page 35

moves like Earthquake, and knock off can 
disarm and deal damage very quickly. 
Battle these Pokémon with grass types, 
and use Pokémon around level 41 to beat 
them. Next there’s Orthworm, a ground 
and steel type warning:don’t use fire 
types. It can sometimes use rain dance 
and fire type moves are not very effective, 
try using fighting or water type moves. 
Finally there’s Dondozo/Tasiguri. There’s 
a funny thing to this so first Tasiguri sends 
dondozo to handle you while it eats a 
herba mystica (which is a plant that gives 
whoever eats it super strength and size). 
And then Tasiguri goes back to dondozo’s 
mouth and jumps in giving dondozo super 
strength and size then you battle it. It’s a 
water and dragon type but it uses ice and 
dragon type moves against it that will be 
super effective! Most likely a good way to 
beat it is using the ice type move chill out 
or something like that which will be super 
powerful with a power of 80 But then… 
dondozo swims away to another island 
area when you get there your friend 
Arven is there too who helps you battle 
dondozo again (feel free to heal up before 
doing this battle) then Tasiguri comes out 
of its mouth with all dondozo’s power and 
is ready to battle you. Chill out is a really 
good attack for battling Tasiguri too.

Friends and Enemies 
The treasure hunt which is what your 

director of your academy who’s name is 
clavell sets up to make you find what you 
treasure most you, you meet many friend 
like your bestie and homie Nemona your 
neighbor and classmate is super friendly 
and loves battling her parents are super 

rich thought she more likes Pokémon bat-
tling then being rich she’s probably your 
best rival. Next there’s Arven, he’s a friend 
and he loooooooooooooooveeeeeeeees 
making sandwiches. He has very compli-
cated family matters. He helps you battle 
titans (see chapter 4). Then there’s a shy 
friend named Penny who gives you lots 
and lp (lp stands for league points they 
have the same worth as poke money) 
Penny gives you so much lp.

Gyms 
Gyms are places that Nemona in-

troduced you to. You need to earn a 
gym badge from every gym to go to the 
Pokémon league. At each gym there’s a 
gym leader who will battle you. They each 
have one type or Tera type they special-
ize in. Before that you go in a challenge 
or activity called a gym challenge. Like 
at the first gym you play hide and seek 
with the sun flora you will even battle 
with some of them. After that you can go 
back to the gym which is like the building 
above. Each time you beat a gym leader 
the badges they give you, will allow you 
to catch Pokémon at higher levels, and for 
Pokémon to listen to you at higher levels.

THE ACADEMY 
The academy is the school that you 

go to in the game. If you get the down-
loadable content you have to go to a 
different school. Here you meet penny on 
the school step (your friend mentioned in 
the 5 chapter) when she is being bullied 

by team star and trying to be forced to 
join team star she refused and you battled 
team star and won then once you battle 
all the team star crews (mentioned in 
chapter 8) cassiopeia (a mysterious per-
son who wants you to help him/her take 
down the team star crews when she is the 
leader and reveals more secrets along the 
way) asks you to come to the academy to 
battle him/her and when you get there 

your principal clavell says he’s cassi-
opeia and battles you with a strong 
Pokémon like his sceldrige (mentioned 
in the first chapter) don’t worry if you 
lose against him lots of people do. 
Finally when you’re done battling him 
and win he will tell you he’s not Cassi-
opeia but that you are more than ready 
to battle cassiopeia. He sends you off 
to battle cassiopeia and when you 
get there you find out that cassiopeia 
is Penny! You battle Penny; she has a 
team of all Eevee evolutions.

Team Star
When you are in the lunchroom at the 

academy you get a mysterious call from a 
person who called him/herself Cassiopeia 
and she needs your help taking down 
team star. She gives you the locations of 
the team star bases and when you go to 
each one you have to beat 30 in 10 min-
utes after that you have to battle the boss 
of that team star base. If you want to get 
more info about team star go onto part 7 
the academy.
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Pokèmon Scarlet and Pokèmon Violet Game Review (continued)
POKÉMON continued from page 36

Great Crater of Paldea
Paradox Pokémon are Pokémon that 

are based off other Pokémon but they 
either come from the future or the past, 
these paradox Pokémon come from the 
great crater of Paldea which is basically 
in the middle of Paldea. There are also 
professors. The professors are professor 
Turo and Sada. The real one creates an 
AI that is almost exactly the same. They 
are the father and mother of Arven who 
has a sick Mabastif which you have to 
collect Heba Mystica to heal it. Once 
you’ve beat all the titans, won against 
penny and arven, became the champion, 
and one against nemona, from when you 
beat arven professor Turo/Sada will ask 
you to go into area 0 or the great crator 
of paldea. Then when you get there Turo/
Sada will tell you to find research labs and 
disable locks to help free Turo/Sada so 
with the help of Miradon/Koridon you get 
to the bottom to have Miradon/Koridon 
get in its pokeball you walk around with 
the help of Arven, penny, and nemona 
you find all the research labs and some 
mysterious paradox Pokémon. When you 
find the big lab with turo in it you find out 
terastilizining comes from area 0! Turo 
then warns you when you unlock the gate 
many Pokémon will come out when you 
unlock it Miradon/Koridon comes out not 
yours but a different one it tries to attack 
yours which just got out of its pokeball. 
Luckily it doesn’t get hurt and the other 
one goes back to the lab but a huge 
number of paradox Pokémon appear with 
the help of friend you are able to take 

out most of them then Arven tells you 
to go inside to help Turo/Sada when you 
get there Turo/Sada is acting strangely 
miradon is with him/her you can pick up 
a item off the floor (talked out in chapter 
10). Then Turo/Sada tells you they are 
an AI or an artificial intelligence which is 
a super smart robot. It tells you that the 
real person died in an accident but he/she 
made a time machine to summon paradox 
Pokémon that could soon destroy paldea. 
Turo/Sada tells you you have to put the 
violet/scarlet book which is given to you 
by Arven in a pedestal to stop the time 
machine then a program overrides Turo/
Sada the AI then the program tells it to 
battle you. Turo/Sada AI has a team of 
all paradox Pokémon. After you win the 
battle he send out the other Miradon/
Koridon then he locks all the pokeballs 
so none of your Pokémon can come out 
then your Miradon/Koridon comes out to 
battle with you then soon after you attack 
a couple of times you get the opportunity 
to terastize Miradon/Koridon and then 

you can use tera blast for the knockout. 
Turo/Sada AI says goodbye to you and Ar-
ven, and says he has to go into the past/
future to stop the time machine. You and 
the rest of your friends walk home.

Other facts and secrets 
you should know

When you get some of your starters to 
your level 100 they will get secret abilities 
like protein. The item mentioned back 
in chapter 9 is called a booster energy. 
It is really useful with paradox Pokémon 
with the ability Photosynthesis and quark 
drive. Then wonder what happened to AI 
Turo/Sada’s Miradon/Koridon. Well, it is 
at a rock ledge near the lab you can even 
catch it! Wonder how to find dondozo you 
must find a tasigiri that is saying titan!!! 
Go up to it and press A to talk to it and 
battle Dondozo.
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Goodbye Hildreth…Hello Bromfield
This is the last year the fifth grade students will be at Hil-

dreth, they will advance to Bromfield for sixth grade until their 
graduation in 2030. The fifth graders want to share a few of their 
favorite memories and what they are excited for at Bromfield,  
before leaving for middle school in the fall.

Fifth Grade’s Favorite Past Memories :
Canoe trip
Teachers
Willy Wonka performance 
Meeting everyone 
Moving to the new school 
Apple orchard trip
Watching a movie in the old cafeteria 
School play 5th graders did
Rotation around the classrooms in fourth grade with science
Jump rope for heart
Meeting the fourth grade teachers
Writing with flowers

Fifth Grade’s Favorite Present Memories:
Making friends
Nature's classroom 
Meeting teachers 
Steam night
Ski club
MCAS
Playing with friends at recess

What The Fifth Graders  Look 
Forward To At Bromfield:

Seeing old friends
Seeing siblings
Going in the art room
Sports
A fresh start at the new school
Having different classes
New recess types 
New lunches
Tests
New book selection 
Field trips

Top L to R: Naraen T., Isaac W., Hamel C. Declan M., Rachel M., Susie G., Deborah P.

Bottom L to R: Ecrin A., Vera C., Quinn M., Devin W., Clara A., Sasha V., Vidhur S.
Rebecca

Vv W.

By Clara A., Vera C., Susie G.,
Rachel M., & Quinn M. 

THANK YOU for another fantastic year! We’ve had a lot of fun together, learned, and created! 
Remember to log your reading minutes. Reading HH counts toward your Harvard Public Library Summer Reading time! 
Keep documenting and creating over the summer! —Jen Manell 


